The Legacy Begins

With these important words from Our Obligation, Nischa Chuppecat Lodge has set forth to preserve our lodge traditions and history by starting on this Legacy Campaign.

It is our goal to transform the OA Circle and the OA Basement with history and new life. To show where we have come from and where the new century in the OA will take us.

► Construct permanent seating for members and guests at the circle.
► Bring new life to the guest trail and main circle trail.
► Showcase our history of leadership and service in the OA Basement.
► Add the second part to memorial walk

These and many more items to show what Nischa Chuppecat is and offers to our youth in this Council.

Yours in Scouting

Dale Sandlin
Lodge Adviser

The Vision to Life

With your help we can transform our OA Circle and OA Basement to sights never seen before. Seating for our guests, so they can watch as their scouts take their first steps towards the OA. The Legacy Wall in the OA Basement, depicting the history of our Lodge, the service to the 10 NOAC’s we have hosted with the 11th coming in 2018, the youth leaders we have had and those we have now.

Improving the pathway to the Circle so no matter how wet or dry the ground is we can give our newest members the best ceremony possible, and some pillars to light the path to our circle that will show the two lodges that made us.

How can you Help?

You can help by pledging your support by either filling out the pledge form on the back of this or by purchasing the OA Campaign patch from the Nischa Trading Post. Picture of the patch is below middle page. There are three ways to support this campaign.

► First way is purchasing the patch for $25.
► Second way is the Signature Pledge, $200 and you will get a small plaque with your name on it. That will be secured to one end of the benches, there will only be 40 Signature name plaques that will be placed around the circle and a special patch.
► Third way is the Legacy Pledge, $400 and you will get your name on a plaque placed on 1 of the 16 post that will line the trail to the Circle and a special patch.

All pledges must be paid no later then December 31st, 2017 to secure your Signature or Legacy plaque.
My Soleme Pledge

I pledge to support Nischa Chuppecat Lodge OA Legacy Campaign.
Name: ____________________________
Phone Number: ____________________
E-mail: ____________________________
Address: __________________________
City: ________________ Zip: __________

I pledge.
Signature Pledge $200 _____
Legacy Pledge $400 (Legacy Pledges are full)
All pledges must be paid by December 31st, 2017.
If you would like to pay by credit card please fill in information below.

_____ Visa _____ MasterCard _____ Discover
Acct#: ____________________________
Exp Date: ___________ 3 digit CVC _____
Name on Card: _____________________
Signature: ________________________